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Urban design is the process of designing and shaping the physical features of cities, towns and villages and
planning for the provision of municipal services to residents and visitors.
Urban design - Wikipedia
A slum is a highly populated urban residential area consisting mostly of closely packed, decrepit housing
units in a situation of deteriorated or incomplete infrastructure, inhabited primarily by impoverished persons.
While slums differ in size and other characteristics, most lack reliable sanitation services, supply of clean
water, reliable ...
Slum - Wikipedia
Real Time Crime Center, New York City. [via NYC Police Foundation] In 1999, Baltimore mayor Martin
Oâ€™Malley, confronting a crippling crime rate and high taxes, designed CitiStat, â€œan internal process of
using metrics to create accountability within his government.â€• (This rhetoric of data-tested internal
â€œaccountabilityâ€• is prevalent ...
History of the Urban Dashboard - Places Journal
I grew up in a Philadelphia suburb called Doylestown. Actually when my parents â€” Philadelphia natives â€”
first moved there in the late 1970s, it barely qualified as a suburb; cornfields and dairy farms still filled the
open land around the quaint Victorian town center.
Study Shows That Cities Are Safer Than Rural Areas
The Victorian age took its name from Queen Victoria. The Victorian era was the age of progress, stability and
great social reforms but in the same time was characterised by poverty, injustice and social unrest (tensioni
sociali).
The Victorian Age and the Victorian Society(in inglese)
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